
SOUTHEAST ASIA TOUR 

SAT 21 We depart in the morning from the UK by Qatar Airways to Doha. We have a couple of hours in 

SUN 22 After arrival in BANGKOK we transfer to our hotel, THE GRAND INN COME which has fantastic 
views overlooking whole airport. We spend the rest of the day viewing from the hotel 

MON 23 Buffet breakfast and a full day watching the movements from the balcony or room

TUE 24 After watching the morning movements, we have a day trip to DON MUEANG airport. There is an 
option to visit the AIRFORCE MUSEUM and we return to our hotel in the evening. 

WED 25 Today we fly with Jetstar to SINGAPORE. When we arrive, we spend some time on the viewing. 

THU 26 We have a day to visit SELETAR and PALO LEBAR, including a visit to the Airforce museum. The
remainder of the day will be spent at the main airport. 

FRI 27 Our last day in Singapore and lunchtime flight to JAKARTA. Our hotel is at th end of the runway and 
has a roof terrace with views of the runway, taxiway and approach to the parallel runway. 

SAT 28 Free day at Jakarta. You can view from the hotel, or take the free bus to the terminal viewing decks. 

SUN 29 A second free day in Jakarta, with the chance to take a very cheap day flight to another city. 

MON 30 We depart after breakfast to HALIM. We check-in early, to spend some time airside. At lunchtime 
we fly by Citilink A320 to BALI DENPASSAR. Our hotel is close to terminal, with airport views. 

TUE 1 We have the entire day free to relax in Bali, or fly to nearby SURABAYA. 

THU 3 Today we visit SUBANG airport and the remaining time spent back at KUL 

FRI 4 Transfer to the airport for our morning Air Asia flight to MANILA. Our hotel is close to the airport and 

SAT 5 Today we have a buffet breakfast on the hotel roof, whilst watching arrivals and departures. We 
have a FULL RAMP TOUR at lunchtime, which will last the whole afternoon and chance to visit the museum. 

SUN 6 Today, after breakfast on the roof, we have a day trip to CLARK airport, with a 
tour of flying schools & some of the hangars and ramp. Return to Manila for the evening 

 Last day in MNL. We go to see an off airport Dc9 and a tech school, including 
a Learjet. There is also the option to visit an airfield south of Manila, containing another 

Includes All flights/ taxes/ luggage - as listed. 16 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast), Ground transportation.

Sept 21-8 Oct
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia 

Tour Cost: £  Deposit: £499 Single room: £459

transit, before our onward B773 flight to BANGKOK.

area. Our hotel for tonight is near the end of the runway at the beach end of the airport.

WED 2 After breakfast, we transfer to the terminal for our late morning flight with Malindo to KUALA 
LUMPUR. We spend the afternoon on the viewing deck and walk to our hotel, which is connected to the
terminal and has some airport views.

has a rooftop bar, which overlooks the whole airport and we wil have full access to. 

tech school with some Bn2 Islanders and a few light aircraft. We return to our hotel and 
have a .

TUE 8 A few hours in transit, before our return flights to the UK

late check-out, before our late evening Qatar B773 flight back to DOHA
.

REGIONAL DEPARTURES AVAILABLE - LIMITED SPACES

We will also try to arrange some Hangar / ramp tours, where possible

*Please read our Terms & Conditions before booking*
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